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Star Chart is a Windows 8 educational app that allows you to
explore our fascinating universe. Choose between the Solar

System, Star Chart, Messier objects, and an interactive Moon
Calendar. This unique application allows you to explore galaxies,
star clusters and Messier objects. For each object you will find a

display of the data and information that are relevant to it.
Features: - Explore the Universe from your computer - Explore
galaxies, star clusters and Messier objects - View the data and
information that are relevant to each object - Choose between

the Solar System, Star Chart, Messier objects and an interactive
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Moon Calendar - Setup time traveling mode - Choose between
day, night and night-time mode - Control the night mode -

Choose the latitude and longitude of your location - Filter the
constellations, planets, satellites, and Messier objects - Change

the views from planets, satellites and constellations - Change the
location of the objects in time - Display the orbits of the objects

in the sky - Display the values of the distances, heights and
diameters of the objects - Display detailed information on the

individual planets and satellites - Display the latitude and
longitude of the objects - Display options - Start Scan -

Customize the application System Requirements: - Windows 8
8.1 operating system - 2 GB RAM - 512 MB free hard disk space

What's New in this version: Added a new option for the menu bar
(P). Added a new option for the star chart (D). Fixed a few bugs.
---------------------------------------------------- I have just released a new
version of Star Chart which contains a few new features: - Added
a new option for the menu bar (P). - Added a new option for the
star chart (D). - Fixed a few bugs. If you like Star Chart, please

support my software and give it a 5 stars rating in the
marketplaces. Thank you! The game is inspired by the book

"Prehistoric Zoo" by Bill Nye. That book has illustrations that look
like they came from the future. There is a lot of time traveling in
it. In this game, you will play the role of an evolution specialist.
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You must guide a space-lizard species through evolution, from
the Stone Age, to the Nuclear Age and to the Age of Cyberspace.

You can travel through the time by clicking the buttons at the
bottom left corner of

Star Chart Keygen Full Version [Latest-2022]

Learn about planets, stars and constellations using an interactive
approach Travel to different time periods of the universe Search

results after custom strings Numerous customization options
Constant updates Technical Specs: Language: English, Spanish,

French, German, Italian File Size: 7.7 MB Installation Size: 3.4 MB
Navigation Like it? Share with your friends! Other Windows

Software of Developer «Powerwiz»: Desktop Wallpaper Maker
Professional PilotApp Wallpaper Maker"™ is a desktop wallpaper
or screen saver application, which allows you to create attractive
and interactive images using your own desktop photos. With this
application you are able to set parameters like path and size for
the picture, apply border and frame, and add text directly onto

the picture. You can also use default items like pattern and color.
You can select the background music, use the built-in effects, for
example lighten, blur, tile, and Play it OneNote It!Play it OneNote

It!™ is a natural way for Windows 8 to communicate with your
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OneNote notebooks. Now, you don't have to get out of OneNote
in order to edit a text note, mark it up with a bullet list, or insert
a picture from your computer. You can even use a USB camera,
or import a picture from the Internet directly into a text note,

without having to open a new window. Drag and drop new
notebooks, clip NavigationClockThis app provides a simple and
elegant clock for your Windows 8 desktop. You can also set the

time as alarm and use your own images as the background. Plus,
it's free and built-in with the latest Windows 8! Features: - One

background images, choose from thousands - Clock, alarm, one-
touch sleep - Low power consumption - Change time by touch -

Alarm mode (user select time) - 3 different skins - Support
NavigationDeskwayBrowserIt is a simple but cool tool for

searching and viewing Web pages on your computer screen. It
can generate search results that are automatically sorted in a
Web browser. With DeskwayBrowser you are able to perform
search operations (Google, Yahoo) using multiple criteria (e.g.

Web site name or domain name, keyword, date, etc.).The results
of the search are displayed in a "list" format and you may view

th Navigation NavigationKlaus Plan b7e8fdf5c8
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Star Chart 2022 [New]

What's New in the Star Chart?

Star Chart for Windows 8 is an educational software application
whose purpose is to help children, students and adults learn
about planets, stars and constellations using an interactive
approach. You can explore planets, satellites and Messier
objects, while learning details about diameters, average
temperature and distance from the Sun. It is specifically
developed for Windows 8 users. Star Chart Features: User-
friendly layout The GUI is designed for easy explorations of
planets, moons, rings, satellites, starts, constellations, and
Messier objects. You simply need to point to the desired object
and the application carries you there. The time travelling mode
allows you to shift forward and backward in time by up to 10.000
years. You can also use your voice for flying to and looking at
night sky objects. In addition, you may turn on or off the night
mode and view a beautiful collection of constellation imagery.
The tool lets you perform searches after custom strings and
organizes results into different categories, such as Planets,
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Constellation, Messier Objects, and Satellites. Explore various
objects Star Chart for Windows 8 reveals information and
suggestive images for various planets (e.g. Venus, Jupiter,
Saturn). You can learn about general characteristics (e.g.
diameter, average temperature, rotation), distance and
brightness, as well as Azimuth and altitude values. The
application shows related data about starts, constellations and
Messier objects. Configuration settings Star Chart for Windows 8
is able to automatically detect your location and you may also
adjust the longitude and latitude values. Plus, you can hide or
show several elements, such as equatorial grid, atmosphere,
orbit lines, ecliptic plane, lens effects, compass, constellations
items (lines, images, Latin names), and labels, such as stars,
planets, constellations and Messier objects. Bottom line All
things considered, Star Chart for Windows 8 integrates an
intuitive and fun environment for helping you explore stars and
constellations, and is suitable for rookies and advanced users
alike. Star Chart Description: Star Chart for Windows 8 is an
educational software application whose purpose is to help
children, students and adults learn about planets, stars and
constellations using an interactive approach. You can explore
planets, satellites and Messier objects, while learning details
about diameters, average temperature and distance from the
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Sun. It is specifically developed for Windows 8 users.
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System Requirements For Star Chart:

PC: Intel(R) Core(TM) i3 CPU 1.80 GHz or later Intel(R) i5 CPU
1.90 GHz or later AMD Athlon(tm) 2.5 GHz or later NVIDIA
GeForce(R) FX 5500 or higher or NVIDIA GeForce(R) GTX 560 or
higher Windows Vista SP2 or higher or Windows 7 SP1 or higher
or Windows 8.1 Macintosh: Intel(R) Core(TM) 2 Duo 1.66
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